The Right to Affordable and Appropriate Child Care
If 90% of a child’s brain develops in the first 5 years of Life, to abandon these vital years
and poison our Native Children with inconsistent, antiquated, and inexcusably abusive
treatment whatsoever is high treason to the American Dream.
In light of recent discovery the unnecessary childhood adversity, such as spineless
bullying or early depression, can lead to lasting genetic changes, it is of social and
economic benefit to everyone that such adversity is vehemently addressed.
Accessible, affordable and appropriate child care is a natural right for every mother and
child. What argument is there against it?
Only through modernized standards of child care treatment and facilities will we show
faith in the creative genius of every young American competing at their maximum
potential.
America’s “Early Head Start” and “Head Start” programs must be re-assessed.
Failure of either program (or any alternative) is of social and economic detriment to
everyone.
As young Americans reach working age, it is essential that proper guidance exists to
show the ambitious where the job opportunities lay.
What use is it to raise a child toward autonomy only to have them return unemployed and
dejected?
In order to navigate this dark “Land of Opportunity,” an equally accessible and valid
Source of Truth of opportunities must light the way.
Now that Healthcare Reform has justifiably passed, benefits-only or credit-earned
internships are possible for 16-19 year olds ready to support our buckling healthcare
sector, creating an ongoing knowledge of at least one potential career path.
Over the next decade alone, jobs in the healthcare sector are expected to grow at twice
the rate of all other sectors combined.
3,700 open nursing positions in the Great City of Chicago alone…37,000 too few
pharmacists nationwide…65,000 too few primary care doctors…130,000 too few
physicians…including countless Endocrinologists to fight the War on Diabetes.
Acceptance of a 17,000:1 ratio of obese children to Endocrinologists is a recipe for the
worst kind of disaster.

Last, the need toward capable Home Health professionals willing to provide proper care
for our elder population.
Lack of standardized training and insufficient pay for Home Health professionals shows
zero value in the respect and care for our elder.
As we age, we must remember that the kind and professional Heart that takes care of us is
the kind and professional Heart our culture creates.

